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Modern Jazz Quartet – Jazz Masters 95 (1996)

  

    1. Animal Dance  2. Django  3. Bluesology  4. Midsummer  5. The Comedy  6. How High The
Moon    Percy Heath - bass  Connie Kay - drums  Milt Jackson - vibraphone  John Lewis -
piano    

 

  

Modern Jazz Quartet (MJQ), American musical ensemble noted for delicate percussion
sonorities, innovations in jazz forms, and consistently high performance standards sustained
over a long career. For most of its existence it was composed of Milt Jackson, vibes; John
Lewis, piano; Percy Heath, bass; and Connie Kay, drums.

  

Jackson, Lewis, and drummer Kenny Clarke were pioneer bop musicians who had played
together in the 1948 Dizzy Gillespie big band and pursued separate careers before adding
Heath to form the Modern Jazz Quartet in 1952. Its early career was distinguished by
introducing Lewis compositions such as “Django” and “Concorde.” Clarke’s departure in 1955
resulted in a loss of some of the group’s rhythmic energy; his replacement was Kay, whose
playing helped place the interplay of Jackson and Lewis in the foreground. Jackson, whose
dynamic sensitivity and technical mastery brought a rare expressive quality to his instrument,
was a virtuoso of melody, rhythmic detail, and swing. Lewis accompanied him not with the
customary harmonic punctuations but rather with riffs (repeated melodic patterns) and melodic
variations in a rhythmically simplified style that resulted in unique extended counterpoint; Heath,
an uncommonly melodic bassist, and Kay accompanied.

  

Lewis’s interest in baroque forms led him to compose fugues for the MJQ, and his
classical-music-inspired works such as The Comedy (1962) and the film score No Sun in
Venice (1957) are among the group’s successes. Popular and jazz standards and Jackson
songs were also part of its repertoire; in the 1980s it played, less successfully, arrangements of
Duke Ellington compositions. In its album Third Stream Music (1957) the MJQ is joined by a
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string quartet and others in extended works by jazz and classical composers.

  

Its members also pursued separate careers during periods when the MJQ was not performing
together, and in 1974 it disbanded. It began reuniting for annual tours in the 1980s. Following
Kay’s death in 1994, Albert (“Tootie”) Heath, brother of Percy, became the MJQ’s drummer.
---britannica.com
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